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This leading-edge book by Esther and Jerry Hicks, who present the teachings of the nonphysical

entity Abraham, is about having a deliberate intent for whatever you want in life, while at the same

time balancing your energy along the way. But itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s important to note that the awareness of

the need to balance your energy is much more significant than goal-setting or focusing on ultimate

desires. And it is from this very important distinction that this work has come forth. Ã‚Â  As you

come to understand and effectively practice the processes offered here, you will not only achieve

your goals and desired outcomes more rapidly, but youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll enjoy every single step along the

path even before their manifestation. As such, youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll find that the living of your life is an

ongoing journey of joy, rather than a series of long dry spells between occasional moments of

temporary satisfaction. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Man I could listen to esther allllllll day long. I always grew up rejecting the idea of marrying someone

who has been on earth before me. But esther is an exception.However I think she'd like to remain

single to join with Jerry after she transitions. Having said that there are a lot of spirits that have

something of esther in them.Well this review was not about the book but if a book causes you to like

the idea of marrying the author then I think you should read it.Ok the marry esther part was a joke if

you didn't notice that. It was just exagerating how much respect and love I developed for her

through her books.



This is one of the first books in the series. For me, the later ones like 'Money and the Law of

Attraction' hits the mark a bit better.

Read it, underline it and then keep it for reference. another good one.

The second of the Hicks books that I've read - and this one largely mirrored the first. There is a

component where Esther and Jerry discuss their relationship with "Abraham", their name for

Collective Consciousness. Then they take the reader through elements to discuss the power of

positive thought, the impact of vibration on the manifestation of desires, and the interrelationship

between the mind and physical creation.The middle of the book contains affirmations and analysis

of several example issues (like the overbearing parent or the bad job), as well as a description of

the 22 levels of the Emotional Guidance Scale. They then walk the reader through example

exercises and techniques to raise the vibrations from dismal to hopeful and beyond.Whether you

buy into the Collective Consciousness, the mediumship of Esther, the concept of vibratory

resonance, or the New Age thinking, the principles of positive thought, impacting the subconscious,

and viewing things in a positive light - or glass half full - espoused in the book is useful for anyone.

The book is a quick and easy read, and the techniques it contains should be effective in promoting

positive thought and positive results.

Love it.Love Abraham.Have 3 other books by Abrahamand 2 card-decks.Yes, it's repetitive;for me,

that's the ideato suffuse these concepts into my brain,and make them a part of my daily living.BE

HAPPY! & let Abraham help you(you can even learn online - Youtube)

If you've read one Abraham Hicks book, such as "Ask and it is Given", then you have read them all.

They just get more and more manic from that point on.

All the law of attraction books are trying to teach us the same thing. This book goes a step further

and gives meat and potatoes steps to help you understand what you are really trying to do and how

to do it. At first you feel it is a bit redundant in its examples until you realize that you actually see

exactly what you are to do to change your thinking (if it needs it).I was fortunate to see these people

a couple of years ago after having heard some tapes. Their style is very loving and inviting. This

book has their personality. It is the second book of theirs I have read & remember the first one to be

equally descriptive so that you actually understand.No pie in the sky here - just clear instruction with



the intent of producing understanding, not rote actions.Rita

Too wordy... very little dubstance... there sre better ways to learn this process!
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